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Inside Outlook:
GroWing old without fear
The hope/threat of technology
Sh~ping our tomorrows
lnternationai visitors
Alumni award winners
Homeco.rriing events .
'

'

A positive view of aging
Geronto_
logy.students learn
how to improve later years
Old age.
If those words frighten you,
consider the alternative.
Nevertheless, most of us who
haven't reached old age regard the
prospect with apprehension, perhaps
even despair. We know the
stereotypes: Old people are feeble
and/or feeble-minded. Old people are
confined to nursing homes. Old
people don't travel, contibute to
society, learn anything new, or fall in
love. Old people are just biding their
time, awaiting the inevitable.
No wonder we fear growing old.
We've come to believe our own myths.
"The truth of the matter is that only
5 percent of all people 65 and over live
in long-term care institutions today,"
says Dr. Dena Shenk, director of
SCSU's Gerontology Program. "The
great majority of older Americans are
in relatively good health and have the
same needs, interests and desires as
the rest of the population."
It's surprising that the stereotypes
and myths of aging are so dismal and
widespread, says Shenk, "considering
that everyone seems to have an 'Aunt
Sadie' who is still active, outgoing and
full of life at the age of 80. Yet we tend
to believe that the active older adult is
the exception. Since we all know
active older people, why can't we
realize that the Aunt Sadies are the
rule rather than the ex~ption?"
Separating myth from reality is one
of the aims of the Gerontology
Program, a 36-credit minor initiated in
1978 to focus on the physical,
biological and sensory changes that
occur with aging, as well as the unique
social and economic problems faced
by elderly persons.
"Program participants learn to
understand the aging population,
learn to cope with their aging parents,
and learn to prepare for their own
advancing years," Shenk explains.
An interdisciplinary program,
gerontology draws from (and adds to)
such fields as sociology, social work,
psychology, health, biology and
human relations. After completing
required courses, students choose
from such courses as "Mood
Modifying Substances in Contemporary Society," Psychodynamics of the
Family" and "Literature on Death and
Dying."
Shenk enjoys the mix of students
attracted to the Gerontology Program,
each providing a particular viewpoint.
"Students range from older adults
and human services professionals to
traditional undergraduates preparing
for careers in social work, counseling,
nursing home administration, education, recreation and city planning," she
points out.
Recreation and city planning?
"Oh, yes," she nods. "As
consumers, the aging population will
have a growing impact on the goods
and services provided by industry and

Although she Is young enough to be their granddaughter,
Nancy Meler, left, Is a classmate of Kay lmholt and Ann Naber
:In SCSU's Gerontology Program. Director Dena Shenk, right,
Is accustomed to teaching cl..... where students' ages

government. Now at about 12 percent,
the over-65 age group is expected to
comprise nearly 20 percent of the
population by the year 2000. That
means heavy demands for social and
medical services, housing, education,
counseling, therapy, transportation,
recreational facilities and cultural
activities."
The year 2000 and the first decade
of the 21st century is when-the record
number of babies born shortly after
World War II will be approaching their
sixties. That reminder came from Dr.
Robert Butler, the featured speaker
during the 25th annual Minnesota
Institute on Aging last June at SCSU. ·
The program attracted nearly 1,000
older adults and other persons
interested in aging issues.
"As the Baby Boom generation
ages, institutions must become
sensitive to their needs, and that
includes schools, churches, corporations, unions, government agencies
and non-profit organizations," Butler
maintains.
"Certainly the triumph of this
century has been the extension of the
human life span --from age 47 in 1900
to age 73 in 1982. But with that great
triumph has come a whole new set of
societal responsibilities, both to the
aging and to their families."
Shenk and Butler both predict a
continuing shift in emphasis from
institutionalized care for the elderly to

.range from the twenties to the Nventlea. The diversity of
experience and perspectives stimulates class discussions,

she says.

at-home care--either elderly living
independently or with their families. In
Minnesota, half of all older adults live
in two-person households with their
spouses. "That surprises a lot of
people," Shenk comments.
According to Butler, tax incentives
will become increasingly available to
families who keep their parents and
grandparents in the home. Education
and traning programs for families also
will be expanded to help them learn
how to give proper health and medical
care to elders living w.ith them. He also
foresees more effective home
emergency care as well as support
groups for families with seniors in the
home.
Butler is director of the National
Institute on Aging and author of the
Pulitzer Prize-winning book, Why
Survive? Being Old in America.
Shenk believes another service
which will help ease the burden of athome care for the aging is the
development of adult day-care
centers, where elders can spend their
daytime hours in social activities,
recreation and therapy, returning
home at night. She also predicts the
introduction of "respite care," a
service where professional workers
and volunteers "spell" family
members for several hours or even
days.
"This service allows family
members some time to themselves--

for shopping, visiting, recreation, or
even a vacation;" she explains.
If they are established in the St.
Cloud area, family training, adult daycare and respite care will be among
the latest additions to a coalition of
services and organizations known as
the Central Minnesota Aging Network.
In addition to the Gerontology
Program, the network includes the
Foster Grandparents Program,
Central Minnesota Senior Federation,
Housing and Redevelopment Authority, Area Agency on Aging, St. Cloud
Hospital, Hospice Care Program,
Health Systems Agency, Nutrition
Center, Whitney Senior Center,
Share-a-Home Program and a senior
citizens' legal services agency which
makes house calls. The Share-aHome Program matches seniors living
at home alone with young people-professionals or students--who need
an inexpensive place to live. It
developed from a grant proposal
written as a class project by one of
Shenk's students.
Aging Network members regularly
exchange services, resources and
personnel, according to Shenk.
Professional workers speak to
gerontology classes, older people who
are active in the various organizations
serve as resource persons, and
gerontology students make frequent

(continued, page 2)
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New arrival. Dr. Wallace Watson is
SCSU's new associate dean of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. Watson
was assistant to the president and Title Ill
coordinator at Park College in suburban
Kansas City, MO. He also has headed
Park College's Division of Liberal Studies
and its Department of English and Journalism. For two years he was associate
publisher of the Platte County Gazette,
a community newspaper owned by the
college.

Fortunate four. The Minnesota Press Club has presented
four of its seven 1982 scholarships to SCSU mass communications majors. The awards are based on media involvement,
academic excellence and professional promise. Jean Van
· Pett, St. Cloud, received a $400 John Sedlacek Memorial
Scholarship. She is editor of SCSU's student newspaper, The
Chronicle. Stephen Hoblin, River Falls, Wis., was awarded a
$350 Cecil E. Newman Memorial Scholarship. A $350
Minnesota Press Club Scholarship went to Lisa Williams,
Eagan. Sandra Riesgraf, Carver, received a $150 J. Brent
Norlem II Memorial Scholarship. For two years she was
assistant general manager of University Tele-Video System, a
campus television production organization.

Program attracts
overseas visitors
to mid-Minnesota

Dr. Dena Shenk

(Gerontology, continued)
trips to network sites.
"Together we form a united front of
people working toward better
approaches to aging issues," Shenk
says.
How did Dena Shenk, age 30,
become one of those workers?
"People ask me that a lot," she
laughs. "I became interested in
gerontology from my background in
anthropology." She holds M.A. and
Ph.D. degrees in anthropology.from
the University of Massachusetts.
"I've always been interested in
societal roles and how those roles
change in different cultures," she
says. Her study of the role of the aging
began with a doctoral dissertation on
elders in Lebanese-American society
and continued last year in Denmark
when she taught at SCSU's study
center in Aalborg.
In contrast to some other cultures,
Shenk believes that America has not
yet developed enlightened attitudes
2

toward aging. However, she sees
some favorable trends.
"Television is a good gauge of our
society," she suggests. "While we're
still the 'Pepsi Generation' in many
ways, we're beginning to see more
older people in TV programming. And
not just old folks complaining about
irregularity or nagging backache.
They're depicted as mainstream
people faced with the same concerns
as other age groups."
However, lasting attitude change
must come through the educational
system, she believes, where "life
cycle education" is beginning to be
introduced at both the elementary and
secondary levels.
"The place to start improving basic
societal concepts is in the school,"
she says. "It's time to begin teaching
our children that there is nothing
·inherently beautiful in smooth skin and
nothing inherently ugly in wrinkled
skin. It's what's inside the outer
wrapping that counts."

What makes a city tick?
Many moving parts working
together. Those coordinated parts
include schools, stores, churches,
social services, municipal government, health care facilities, mass
transit, civic arts groups and perhaps
a vocational-technical institute and a
college or university.
All of these parts in the city of St.
Cloud will be visited this fall by
Europeans participating in an Open
Cities Program sponsored by SCSU's
International Studies Office.
Now in its ninth year, the program
has brought more than 135 people
from half a dozen countries to midMinnesota for a sampling of life in a
typical American community.
Open Cities had modest
beginnings, says Dr. Robert Frost,
director. " It started as a way to say
'thank you ' to Danish families who are
- so hosp1taore to our sluaents at the
Aalborg study center, " he explains.
"Then it expanded, spreading
primarily by word of mouth ."
The program has had participants
as young as 16 and as old as 65 from
Denmark, Norway, Sweden , France,
Spain and Japan. Although most are
university students, people in diverse
·professions also have been involved.
A social worker, translator, auto
mechanic and photographer all have
had a look at the inner workings of St.
Cloud.
Generally, 15 to 25 participants
spend six weeks housed in SCSU
residence halls and another six weeks
living with families in the St. Cloud
area. During their stay they are ,
enrolled full-time in university courses,
for credit or audit.
In addition to the heady swirl of
social and recreational activities that
flavor campus life in the fall , Open
Cities students enjoy special outings
to treat them to "entertainment
typically-American or typically
Minnesotan," says Frost. Included are
a canoe trip down the Mississippi ,
attending performances by the
Minnesota Orchestra and Guthrie
Theatre, and visits to community
festivals.
"We also try to show them how an
American city meets societal needs
and solves social problems, " Frost
adds. The visitors tour elementary and
highschools, industries, farms, St.
Cloud Hospital, Veterans Administration Medical Center, Minnesota
Correctional Facility, Children's
Home, Whitney Center for retired
citizens--even a funeral home. Many
questions are asked and answered .
After three months of classes,

social events and activities ranging
from roller skating parties to city
council meetings, Open Cities
students decide whether to finish the
academic year at SCSU or travel to
· other parts of the nation before
returning home with many stories to
tell .

A new scholarship fund for SCSU students has been established In memory
of David Renslow, who died last January at the age of 33. A 1970 SCSU
graduate, Renslow served as president
of the Husky Hustlers, a support organization for men's Intercollegiate
athletics. The goal Is to ralae $20,000
from contributors for the David Renslow Memorial Scholarship program.
Half of the amount will be used for
athletic grants-In-aid and the remainder will be used for discretionary
awards to deserving students by the
SCSU Foundation. Pledges and contributions to the fund may be sent to:
SCSU Foundation,- St. Cloud State
University, St. Cloud, MN 56301.
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WhY kids love video games
Te'c hnology fascinates
Computer Age children
Technology. It's as simple as using a
stick to knock an apple out of a tree.
And it's as complex as using an
electronic body scanner to inspect a
diseased organ without piercing the
skin.
Technology has been the impetus
for advancement in nearly every area
of human endeavor: health care, the
sciences, business, industry, communications, human services, social
sciences, even the fine arts. Yet many
people feel threatened by it. Why?
"It's mainly a lack of information,"
says Dr. John Carter, SCSU professor
of industrial education. "We fear what
we don't understand, and much of
today'. s technology is complex. "
Carter taught a popular course this
summer called "Modern Technology
and Civilization," giving students an
overview of technology and its impact
on society. Sessions covered the
history of technology, automation,
energy, pollution, computers, work
force, medicine, transportation,
agriculture, space exploration, leisure
and future possibilities.
The course was designed to help
students ask and answer such
questions as these: Will computers
eventually do all of our thinking? How
will we learn in the 21st century? How
should natural resources be
allocated? Will technology destroy the
human race?
·
That last question fuels the antitechnology movement, Carter says.
"Some people have an aversion to
machines," he points out. "Others
associate technology with something
sinister, like Big Brother and a dehumanized society. And there are ·
those disturbed by the moral
questions raised in connection with
technological advancement--questions involving bio-medical ethics and
warfare.- The anti-nuclear protests
we're now witnessing may actually be
an anti-technology crusade."
To Carter, technology is neither
inherently good nor bad.
"It's all-a matter of how we choose
to use technology," he explains. "And
those choices become more difficult
as technology becomes more
sophisticated. In the.future, medical
science will be so advanced that many
deaths will be voluntary rather than
involuntary. We will reach the point
where people will ask themselves not
whether they can keep someone alive
but whether they want to continue that
person's life, since there will be very ·
few unconquered diseases. Who will
· make those decisions and by what .
process will they be made?"
Carter believes that widespread
fear of technology is cyclical. During
the progressive 1920s, technology
was regarded as something
miraculous that was good for society.
After World War II and during the
Korean and Vietnam wars, people

September
8-24 Art Exhibit: "Four Watercolorists," works by William
Ellingson, Paul Hapke, Gerald
Korte and Dean Warnholtz,
Kiehle Visual Arts Center
Gallery, 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
weekdays
16 Lecture: William Schaufele,
former U.S. ambassador to
Poland, 7:30 p.m., Atwood
Center Ballroom.

October
7 Concert: Boehm Quintette, 8
p.m., Performing Arts Center
Recital Hall.
12 Opera: "Cosi Fan Tutte" by
the National Opera Company,
8p.m. Stewart Hall
Auditorium.
20- Art Exhibit: Works in clay and
Nov. 4 fibers by Andrea Gill and Joan
Michael-Pacque, Kiehle Visual Arts Center Gallery.
21 Jazz Concert: "An Evening
with Maynard Ferguson," 8
p.m., Stewart Hall Auditorium.
30 Homecoming (see Alumni
Calendar).

November
8 Concert: University Chorus
and Concert Choir, 8 p.m.,
Stewart Hall Auditorium.
10 Lecture: Bill McDonald,
colleague of Jacques Cousteau, "Energy from the Sea," 7:30 p.m., Atwood Center . ·
· Ballroom.-· ·
11 Concert: Wind Ensemble and
Symphony Band, 8 p.m.,
Stewart Hall Auditorium.
13 · Parents' Day: Campus events
and activities· for parents of
students.
· ·

Dr. John Carter

began to comprehend the awful
, destruction that technology can
· cause.
"When I was growing up during the
1950s, technology was something _
scarey," he recalls .."lt was the time of.
space invader movies and Big Brother
novels. We were led to believe that
'mad scientists' were plotting to take
over the world."
· Today, we are beginning to see the
tide turn again, Carter observes.
'.'College students seem to be •
somewhere in the middle," he says. "I
get mixed responses from my classes.
But the group right behind them--the
young teenagers and pre-teens--are
definitely children of the Computer
Age. They areiascinated by electronic
games, computers and space
exploration to a far greater degree
than older people."
But until those children assume
leadership roles in society, influential
people will continue to express
frustration, fear and anger toward
technology, he concedes.

. _Program attr~cts
students to Europe
Historic Alnwick Castle in northern
England is the residence of .nearly 70
SCSU students this academic year.
About 60 other students are living in a
youth host~I in Aalborg, Denmark.
"they are participating in the
.university's International Studies
program, directed by Dr. Robert Frost.
The British Studies students are
taking courses from SCSU professors
and English tutors. They also have
travel opportunities. Dr. John Bahde,· ·
assistant professor of philosophy, is
resident director.
Students in the Danish Studies
program are taught by SCSU
professors and Danish instructors.
Their classes are conducted at the
University of Aalborg. Most of them
will spend some time in Danish
homes. Resident director is Dr.
Kenneth Kelsey, professor of teacher
development.

Note: To confirm scheduled events or
obtain more information, call
Information Services weekdays during
office hours at (612) 255-3151. For a
schedule of fall sports events, write or
call Sports Information Director, St.
Cloud State University, St Cloud, MN
56301 (612-255-2141).

~

,_· The Post Office charges SCSU 25
cents for each Outlook returned
becauN of a change of address.
You can help ua reduce malllng
. expenNS by Nndlng Alumni .
Services your new address when
moving. Just make the neceaaary
corrections on the malllng label
attached to your copy and return
It to Alumni Services. Thanks!
3

Prepari·ng for many futures
New program he-lps students
anticipate what may happen
"The future ain't what it used to be."
There is real meaning behind that
catchy phrase, says Dr. Kathleen
Redd. "Until recently, the present and
the future were part of a slowly flowing
stream of events, with little change
occurring over an individual lifetime.
Change was slow enough to take
several generations.
"Today, that's not the case. The
rate of change is very rapid, and some
changes don't even seem to be part of
the continuum. They seem to break
entirely with the present."
Together with Dr. Robert Ryan, ·
Redd directs an unusual minor
program in futures studies at SCSU.
She is a professor of interdisciplinary
studies; Ryan chairs the Department
of Technology and Industrial
Engineering.
_
Offered for the first time last fall, the
futures studies minor is the only
program of its kind in Minnesota.
Unlike the more common graduate
program in futures studies, the
undergraduate minor is intended to
complement study in a wide variety of
disciplines which are critically affected
by rapid change, such as~technology,
business, urban affairs, health care,
mass communications, environmental
studies, and creative writing/science
fiction.
Redd defines "the future" as "from
five years to 50 years from now,
although some students project
beyond 50 years."
Ryan defines the field of futures
studies itself as "the study of the
world--both human and nonhuman-as it may be in the future." Because
the future is not fixed, he says,
futurists generally work with other than
empirical methods of research, such
as trend extrapolation, systems
analysis, model building, and intuitive
forecasting, which is the scientific
equivalent of "going with a hunch."
One of the world's best-known
futurists serves on SCSU's Futures
Studies Advisory Committee which
helped develop the program's
curriculum and continues to lend
advice and support. Dr. Earl Joseph,
affiliated with Sperry-UNIVAC and the
University of Minnesota, is among a
growing number of futures specialists
who are retained on a permanent
basis by mega-corporations.
Other committee members include
Penny Damlo, president of the
Minnesota Futures Society, and
SCSU faculty members Dr. John
Carter, professor of industrial
education, Dr. Owen Hagen, teacher
development professor, Dr. Abdalla
Hanafy, professor of marketing and
general business, Leland Hott,
assistant professor of interdisciplinary
studies, and Dr. James Anderson,
former director of SCSU's Center for
Educational Administration and
Leadership.

4

Dr. Kathleen Redd and Dr. Robert Ryan,
SCSU'• futures studies program, the only

~•rectors

9"8

of

of Its kind In

Mlnneaota. They believe that people can chooae and build
the future they envision.

I
Consisting of 25 credits of study in /
futuristics, technology, and social /
change, the minor program allowis.
students to choose from elective
courses in environmental econo ics,
utopian political thought, t~he
role of
computers in society, scien fiction,
the psychology of death a dying,
energy exploration and de elopment,
theory of human knowled , e, and
metaphysics.
/
The reason why the field is termed
"futures studies" --plurjl--is that
scientists believe there is more than
one plausible scenario for what is to
come.
"In fact, there are four major images
of societal future that seems to
predominate at present," Redd
explains.
One concepf is labeled "Continued
Growth,"which springs from the idea
that today's ~ttern of development
will extend indefinitely into the future.
"It's built on the premises that 'more
and bigger are better,' and that
'science will save us,"' says Redd.
The theory also suggests increased
specialization under larger umbrellas
of corporate, governmental, scientific
or social organization.
"Unfortunately," Redd points out,
"continued growth also seems to
generate an increasing number of
diffuse problems--such as acid rain
and air pollution--which are outside
the narrowly defined responsibilities of
anyone industry or entity. Plagued by
·a wide variety of seemingly small
problems with increasingly dramatic
consequences, the 'Continued Growth'

scenario is like a complex machine
that is exceedingly vulnerable to
minute maladjustments."
The "Conserver Society" theory
has three basic scenarios which can·
be played out in different ways: a
commitment to minimization of waste;
a commitment to ecologically sound
plans of action; and a concern for the
well-being of future generations.
Although the conserver ethic
centers on "doing more with 1ess" and
efficient utilization of all resources,
application of the ethic could result in
several societal structures, including
one that emphasizes zero waste, one
that maintains an affluent "steady
state," or one that endorses frugality
at the cost of a lower standard of
living.
For the pessimist, there is the
"Societal Collapse" scenario, which
suggests a modern version of the
Dark Ages--or perhaps much worse.
According to that theory, selfsufficiency and the survival of one's
family and community become
paramount.
"With 'Societal Collapse,' all structures of large scale, modern society as
we know it now will break down," Redd
continues. "Under this new version of
'survival of the fittest,' it will be
neighbor against neighbor and armed
camp against armed camp. Those who
are self-sufficient will be forced to
stand against those who are not."
The fourth major view of the future-the "Transformational Society" --is
perhaps the least clear, Redd says,
"because it involves a major

evolutionary leap which yields
changes in humans and human
societies. The only certainty about the
transformation scenario is that it is not
an extension of the present, nor a
reaction against it."
Some futurists believe that this
"system break"--after which nothing
can ever be like what has gone
before--will be catalyzed by the
migration of some humans, but not
_n~ssarily all, into space.
But in what way do these scenarios
--and futures studies in general-impact upon the here and now? Does
it really make much difference where
we are headed, since in the words of
the Doris Day song, "qu~ sera, sera-whatever will be, will be"?
Both Redd and Ryan state
emphatically that study of, and
preparation for, the future should be a
determining factor in how we live
today. Rather than "what will be, will
be." they believe, "what will be is what
we cause to be."
Says Ryan: "As I look to the next
century, I'm one of the world's
greatest optimists. The reason why
I'm optimistic is that I know
contemporary man has the capability
to initiate action options. In other
words, we don't have to simply let
futures evolve, reacting as each new
crisis emerges. We can create futures.
By assessing what is, and taking
constructive action, we can certainly
mold what is to come."
Or, as Redd puts it, "The future of
the future is•in the present."

campus contributors.

More than $14,000 was raised
to benefit SCSU in a faculty-staff campaign last spring,
according to Darryl Ahnemann, di"3Ctor of development.
About 40 volunteers conducted the fund drive, which
was coordinated by Dr. Dennis Fields, professor of
learning resources and library and audiovisual education. "Response from emeritus professors was especially heartening." Ahnemann reports. Retired faculty members were contacted by Dr. Robert Wick and his wife,
Alice. Wick was SCSU president from 1965 to 1971 . Part
of the funds raised was designated by givers for special
projects. The remainder will be allocated by the SCSU
Foundation board where the need is greatest.

Outstanding homework. The fall issue of
Building Ideas, a publication of Better
Homes and Gardens, includes an eightpage illustrated feature on the home of
Merle Sykora, SCSU professor of art.
Sykora designed and decorated his home,
located on the Mississippi River near Clear
Lake.

Minding your money. Personal financial
planning will be the focus of an SCSU
workshop from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. Oct. 7.
Participants will learn how to establish a
net worth, increase net income and plan
paycheck distribution. Financial counselor
Tom Sullivan of Strommen and Associates, St. Paul, will be the instructor. For
more information and registration, contact
the Center for Continuing Studies at (612)
255-3081.

Retired teach~r
gives endowment
for student loans

were

Michigan teacher Jack Driscoll, left, and Minnesota poet Robert Bly, right,
among the profealonal writers who lectured during a Mlsalsalppl River Creative
Writing Workshop June 14-25 at SCSU. Drlacoll ls the author of Refualng to Give
Blood and winner of a 1982 National Education Aaaoclatlon Creative Writing
Fellowahlp. Bly la the winner of a National Book Award for poetry for his book,
T1le Light Around the Body. Workshop director waa Wllllam Melsaner, SCSU
asaoclate profeaaor of English.
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Becau.. college coats are Increasing, deNrvlng students are finding It more •
dlfflcult to comptete their educatlonlll programs. There la a growing need for :
endowed acholanhlp funds at scsu.
•
H you would llke to receive Information about an endowed acholarahlp or If
you are lnterwtec:I In Ntabllehlng a acholarahlp on your _own behaH or In
memory of a loved one, plNN complete this form and send It to: Darryl
Ahnemann, 210 Administrative Services Bulldlng, St. Cloud State University,
St. Cloud, MN 58301. (Phone 812-255-3177)

•
•
•
:
•

Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

. ~--•

to become a member of the SCSU President's Club

•
•

.____._

Members give $1,000 annually for ten

years for a llfetlme membership or

$1,000 annually for an annual membership.

~-~

.
•
.
.

- to receive apeclal discounts when you visit the campus.

•
•

-

:

•

Name---------,-----------"::--------- •

••

••
•

•

•
e

e
Addresa_______________________ •

•

City/State/ZIP _ _ _ _ _' - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - ' - - - - - -

e
•

•

.

.,.

The scsu Parents' Anoclatton wants you:

•

•

•

PARENTS OF SCSU STUDENTS

- to be better Informed about SCSU through auoclatlon newsletters.

•

•

Jack Nelson, president of Franklin
Manufacturing Company in St. Cloud,
has been elected to a three-year term
on the board of directors of the SCSU
Foundation, Inc. The foundation is a
non-profit corporation which receives
and allocates funds to support
university programs and services.
Nelson headed the 1982
community campaign on behalf of

•

If you are Interested In leamlng more about President's Club membership,
pleaN return this form to: Darryl Ahnemann, 210 Administrative Services
Bulldlng, St. Cloud State University, St. Cloud, MN 56301. (Phone 812-2553177)
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Foundation board
adds new member

:

•
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obtained a $200 loan to pay his final
expenses. Getting financial assistance at a crucial time made a-lasting
impression. His endowment to SCSU
is to help other students in a similar
plight complete their education.
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Carl Buckman, a retired teacher living
in Willmar, has given SCSU an
endowment to provide loans for
students completing degrees in
industrial education.
Buckman attended SCSU for two
years before transferring to the
University of Minnesota. During his
career he taught high school and
college students in Minnesota and
Arizona for 46 years. He also served
in the Navy during World War I,
stationed at a base in Plymouth,
England, for submarine chasers.
Buckman's attachment to St. Cloud
goes far deeper .than the two years he
was enrolled as a student. He was
born-and reared on the SCSU
campus, as were his six brothers and
sisters. His father, a Swedish
irt1migrant, maintained the institution's
buildings and grounds from 1880 to
1919, serving under eight presidents.
"This gift is a memorial to my father,
John Buckman," he commented.
During Buckman's childhood the
family lived in a basement apartment
in Old Main, which stood near the
present Stewart Hall. Buckman's
mother was "the unofficial dean of
women, taking care of women
students and faculty members and
offering hospitality to anyone on the
campus whenever she could," he
recalls. Buckman attended Riverview
Laboratory School during his grammar
school years.
Buckman's interest in providing
loan money for students stems from
an experience he had when he was
nearing college graduation. He

to allow your college student you care with a birthday cake (or
special occaalon cake) prepared eepeclally for him or her.
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Atwood addition. Joseph Basil is the new
director of Atwood Center, SCSU's student
union and conference facility. He formerly
directed Gengras Student Union at the
University of Hartford. His duties include
supervising the operation and programming of the center, administering a milliondollar annual budget and coordinating
related operations, such as food service
and conferences. Michael Hayman, SCSU
housing director, had been acting director
after the resignation of ~ary Bartlett last
December.

Special people
Six to receive alumni awards
for achievements and service
Two university professors will be
honored as outstanding alumni at
Homecoming Saturday, October 30,
at St. Cloud State University.
SCSU President Brendan J.
McDonald will present the awards at
an 11 :30 a.m. luncheon in Atwood
Center Ballroom. Reservations are
required.
Recipients of Distinguished Alumni
Awards will be:
Dr. Robert Nordlie, professor of
biochemistry at the University of North
Dakota.and
Dr. Andrew Jackson, professor of
physical education at the. University of
Houston.
Alumni Service Awards, recognizing exceptional volunteer service to
SCSU, also will be presented.
Recipients will be:
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Wick, St.
Cloud. He is an emeritus professor
and former SCSU president and she is
a member of the SCSU Foundation
board.
Dr. Clair Daggett, St. Cloud,
SCSU emeritus professor.
Rep. Stephen Wenzel, Little Falls,
five-term state legislator.
Award winners were selected by a
committee of the Alumni Association
Board of Directors from nominations
submitted by alumni, faculty and
friends of the university.
The recipients will ride in special
vehicles in the Homecoming parade
and will be introduced during halftime
ceremonies at the football game.

million in support from the National
Institutes of Health, National Science
Foundation and other health
associations. The main purpose of his
research is to learn more about liver
enzymes that regulate the body's
blood sugar levels. His findings
suggest that it may be possible to
manipulate blood sugars to control
diabetes without using insulin. Such a
breakthrough would be a major
discovery in medical research and
treatment
Nordlie has authored or coauthored nearly 200 research papers
and articles and has received
numerous honors and awards. He has
made presentations at international
biochemistry meetings. He has held
distinguished professorships and
headed faculty committees at his
university. He is active in national and
international professional organizat!ons. Last winter he was a visiting
professor at San Marcos University in
Lima, Peru.

Allee Wick and Dr. Robert Wick
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Dr. Andrew Jackson

A native of Willmar, Nordlie
received a B.S. degree in education at
SCSU in 1952. He joined the
University of North Dakota faculty
afterearning M.S. and Ph.D. degrees
there and serving two years as a postdoctoral research fellow at the
University of Wisconsin's Institute for
Enzyme Research.
Since 1962, Nordlie's enzyme
researcft anhe University of North
Dakota has generated more than $1.8
6

Jackson, a native of Minneapolis,
received a B.S. degree in physical
education at SCSU in 1961. After a
year of teaching and coaching at
SCSU, he joined the faculty at North
High School in Sheboygan,
Wisconsin. During the 1960s he was
awarded an M.A. degree at the
University of Minnesota and a Ph.D.
degree at Indiana University, where
he taught for two years. In 1969, he
began teaching at the University of
Houston, where he is now a professor
of physical education and research
associate in the College of Education
Research Center.
Jackson has authored or coauthored four textbooks and 50
artjcles for professional journals and
has served as a consultant to the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, Shell Oil Company,
Institute for Aerobics Research and
Texas Governor's Commission on
Physical Fitness.

Jackson was a member of a
committee which developed a Health
Related Physical Fitness Test which
has been used in more than 4,000
American schools. From 1976 to 1978
he was chairperson of the
Measurement and Evaluation Council
of the American Association of Health,
Physical Education and Recreation.
He is a fellow in the American College
of Sports Medicine. He has headed
faculty committees at his university.
Robert Wick retired from SCSU in
1978 after 30 years of service,
including six years as president and
seven years as distinguished service
professor. He held a variety of
teaching and administrative positions,
including dean of the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences and acting
vice president of university relations.
He is chairman of the board of
trustees of St. Cloud Hospital and has
been a board member since 1975. He
has been chairperson of the St. Cloud
Energy Council and director of the
Central Minnesota Public Service
Consortium. He is a past president of
the SCSU c;t,apter of Phi Delta Kappa,
Minnesota Speech Teachers Association, Great River Regional Library
Board and Minnesota Library Trustees
Association.
Alice Wick served for six years on
the St. Cloud City Council. She has
been a member of the board of
trustees for the College of St. Benedict
and the St. Cloud Area League of
Women Voters. She is a member of
the SCSU Foundation board.

Dr. Clalr Daggett

Daggett retired from SCSU in 1974
after 35 years of service as a
professor and administrator in
business and marketing. Since then
he has been active as a realtor,
serving as chairman of two
committees of the St. Cloud Board of
Realtors. He is a past president of the
St. Cloud Kiwanis Club and was
lieutenant governor of the MinnesotaDakotas Kiwanis District. He is a
member of two national honorary
fraternities, Delta Pi Epsilon and Pi
Kappa Delta. He also has been active
in Pi Omega Pi, national business
education fraternity.

Honor athlete. Joel Meyer, a business management major, was selected as SCSU's honor
athlete for 1981-82 in the North Central Conference. A St. Cloud Apollo High School graduate,
Meyer scored 940 points and made 486 rebounds during his four-year basketball career
with the Huskies. Meyer's cumulative grade point
average in business management was 3.26. The
highest possible average (straight A) is 4.0. Each
school in the conference selected its top studentathlete on the basis of academic achievement,
athletic ability and performance, and leadership
in campus and community activities.

It's that time aga·in
Alumni invited to returnfor Homecoming festivities
Saturday, October 30, is a red-letter
- day for SCSU alumni. It will be
Homecoming 1982, featuring a
football game with Mankato State
University preceded by a parade and
an alumni awards luncheon. An
evening reception and dance is free to
all alumni, students, faculty members
and their guests. There also is a 25year reunion for the graduating class
of 1957.
Activities begin Friday, October 29,
when the Alumni House will provide
refreshments and information to
visitors from 9 a.m. ·to 4 p.m. Leo
Kottke will perform at a 7:30 p.m.
Homecoming Concert in Stewart Hall
Auditorium. Tickets are required. (For
concert ticket information, call 2552205.)
Saturday's events start early, with
breakfast meetings scheduled for
graduates of the College of Business
and College of Industry prior to the 10
a.m. parade from downtown St. Cloud
to the campus. An alumni luncheon
and awards presentation will begin at
11 :30 a.m. in Atwood Center
Ballroom.
After the 1 :30 p.m. gridiron battle
between the Mavericks and the

Huskies at Selke Field, SCSU's new
president, Dr. Brendan McDonald, will
be honored at an informal reception at
· the north end of the stadium.
McDonald has been an administrator
at both St. Cloud and Mankato state
universities during his career. Men's
athletic alumni are invited to a postgame reception at the Sunwood Inn.
All SCSU graduates are eligible to
participate in the Alumni Association's
annual meeting and election at 7 p.m.
at the Holiday Inn.
Concluding the day's activities will
be a poolside reception for alumni,
students and faculty members,
including retired professors, from 8 to
9 p.m., followed by a dance from 9
p.m. to 1 a.m., both at the Holiday Inn.
There will be no admission charge.
Since no additional mailing about
Homecoming will be sent to alumni,
everyone who plans to attend is asked
to complete and return the
registration/request form by October
15. Checks should be made payable
to the Alumni Association. If you order
tickets, they will be held for you at the
door of each event selected. For more
information, call 612-255-4241.

What's happening atHomecoming
All events open to SCSU alumni and
friends.
Friday, October 29
Alumni House open for
information and ·refreshments, 9
a.m.-4p.m.
Homecoming Concert featuring
Leo Kottke, Stewart Hall
Auditorium, 7:30 p.m. Tickets
required.
Saturday, October 30
Alumni House open for
information and refreshments, 9
a.m.-noon.
College of Business Alumni
Association Breakfast, Atwood
Center, 9 a.m.
College of Industry Alumni
Brunch and Social, Sunwood Inn,
10a.m.
Homecoming Pa~ade, downtown
St. Cloud to campus, 10 a.m.
Alumni Luncheon and Awards
Presentation, Atwood Center

OCTOBER2
First Athletic Hall of Fame
presentation at football game, SCSU
vs. Southwest State University, Selke
Field. Kickoff at 1 :30 p.m.

Rep. Stephen Wenzel

Wenzel, who received a B.S.
degree at SCSU in 1968, has been a
member of the Minnesota House of
Representatives since 1972. He is
chairman of the House Agriculture
Committee. The Little Falls resident
formerly taught social studies at
Central Junior High School in Forest
Lake. He was chairman of the Nick
Begich Memorial Scholarship Fund
campaign, which started in 1973
shortly after the death of the Alaska
Congressman, who had received an
SCSU Distinguished Alumni Award.
Scholarships are now being provided
from the fund for SCSU students.
Wenzel served on the Alumni
Association board from 1976 to 1982.
He is a member of the SCSU Century
Club.

OCTOBER21
SCSU booth at state teachers'
convention, Minneapolis Auditorium,
8:30a.m.-6:30 p.m. Alumni, faculty,
students welcome.

Sunday, October 31
Breakfast, Class of 1957,
poolside, Holiday Inn, 8:30-'10 a.m.

HOMECOMING 1982
REGISTRATION/REQUEST FORM

/

Saturday, October 30

ALUMNI

SEPTEMBER 21, 22
SCSU booth at College Fair,
Minneapolis Auditorium. Sponsored
by Office of High School and
Community College Relations.
Alumni, parents and high school
juniors and seniors invited to
participate.

Ballroom, 11 :30 a.m.-12:45 p.m.
Football: SCSU vs. Mankato
State University,.Selke Field, 1 :30
p.m. (Reception for SCSU
President Brendan J. McDonald
immediately after game, Selke
Field.)
Class of 1957 Reunion, Persian
Club, 5-8 p.m.
Alumni Association Annual
Meeting and Election, Holiday Inn,
7p.m.
Reception for alumni, students,
faculty and guests, poolside,
Holiday Inn, 8-9 p.m. Courtesy
refreshments, cash bar, entertainment.
Dance for alumni, students,
faculty and guests, Holiday Inn, 9
p.m.-1 a.m. No admission charge.

(You will not receive another notice about Homecoming events. Fill out this form
and return it to: Alumni Association, St. Cloud State University, St. Cloud, MN.
56301. Make checks payable to SCSU Alumni Association. Registration
deadline is October 15.)
All tickets will be held in your name at the door.
RESERVATIONS

Actlvl,r

Number of
ReNrvatlona

Price of
-Each

All Alumni Luncheon
(11 :30 a.m., Atwood Center Ballroom)

$6.00

Football Tickets, SCSU vs. Mankato
(1 :30p.m., Selke Field)
(General admission only; after
October 15, $5 each)

$3.00

Alumni Reception and Dance
(8-9 p.m., poolside reception;
9p.m.-1 a.m., dance, Holiday Inn)

FREE
TOTAL

Total

$·_-- - -

REQUESTS

Please send information/reservation forms regarding:
OCTOBER30
Homecoming 1982. Receptions, class
reunions, parade, alumni awards
luncheon, football game, alumni
meeting and election, dance, and
more. Headquarters motel: Holiday
Inn of St. Cloud.
NOVEMBER24
Fall commencement and presentation
of Outstanding Young Alumni Award,
10:30a.m., Atwood Center Ballroom.

_ _ College of Business Brea~ast, 9 a.m., Atwood Center.
_ _ College of Industry Brunch, 10 a.m., Sunwood Inn.
_ _ Men's Athletics Post-Game Reception, Sunwood Inn.
_ _ Friday Evening Entertainment.
_ _ Class of 1957 Reunion.
NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Graduation Year _ _ __
(Include Maiden Name)

ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ - , - SUMMER1983
Alumni travel programs. Write. Alumni
Office, SCSU, St. Cloud, MN S6301
Phone 612-255-4241.

CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

(Apartment Number)

_____
71p _ _ __

PHONE (Home) _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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What did you say?
Graduate explains why men and women
have so many communication problems

8

proving communication and developing
healthier relationships will be emphasized
in an informal course this fall at SCSU.
Called "Assertiveness and Interpersonal
Relationships, " the course will be taught
be counselor Catharine Van Nostrand, St.
Cloud. Sessions are scheduled for 7 to
9:30 p.m. Tuesdays from Sept. 21 through
Oct. 26. For more information, contact the
Center for Continuing Studies, (612) 2553081 .

First two chosen
for Hall of Fame

By JEAN VAN PELT

Although men and women talk to each
other in all kinds of relationships, why
do they have trouble communicating
what they really think and feel? .
There are many reasons, says Dr.
Judy Forman Pearson, and she will
explain them in a textbook she is
writing entitled Sex and Communication, scheduled for publication in 1984.
Pearson shared some of the
information she has compiled for the
book when she returned to SCSU in
April as a guest of the Speech
Communication Department, lecturing
on "Slip-Sliding Away: Women , Men
and Communication." The Ohio State
University professor received a
bachelor's degree in speech
communication from SCSU in 1968.
Her two graduate degrees are from
Indiana University.
The textbook in progress is her
fourth. The first two, co-authored with
her husband, Paul, are Understanding and Sharing: An Introduction to
Speech Communication and Confidence in Public Speaking. The third,
Clarity, Confidence and Concern, will
be published in November. She also
has written articles for professional
journals and has lectured to speech
associations.
Cultural changes are altering the
ways men and women communicate,
but the sexes still have separate
verbal and non-verbal symbols which
make communication difficult and, at
times, impossible, Pearson maintains.
Different symbol systems prevail
because women belong to a different
subculture. Each sex develops
specialized language to adapt to its
functions and to symbolize its identity.
Until recently, knowledge about
communication between the sexes
was based on folk linguistics, or
common beliefs abou~ how women
and men talk, but there wasn't any
empirical research to support it,
, Pearson says. Research findings
dispute some popular assumptions.
"The results of studies done in the late
1960s and early 1970s show that men
take more turns in a conversation than
women do, and they talk longer when
they take a tum," she points out. It
also was learned that men interrupt
and overlap in conversation more than
women do. Overlap is when one
person begins a new thought before
the other person finishes talking.
The use of silence affects the way
women and men communicate.
"Women use silence and pauses to
allow others to take a turn or to
withdraw from a continually
interrupted conversation," she
explains. "Men use silence differently,
frequently to control the conversation.
Men can discourage women from
speaking by allowing a long pause to
occur before responding."
Another finding is that women are

Auert yourNlf. Building self-esteem, im-

Dr. Judy Forman Pearson

inclined to use expressive
communication while men generally
use instrumental communication.
''Expressive communication is
relational 'feeling' talk," she says. "Its
functions are to help, reward, raise the
status of another person, or,
conversely, to show disagreement,
rejection or antagonism.
"Instrumental talking is characterized by giving information, defining,
clarifying, suggesting and analyzing."
Research also indicates that men
select the topic of conversation more
than women do and are more likely to
determine when the topic of
conversation should change. In
addition, men use "I" more often than
women, who tend to use "we" and
"our".
Differences in non-verbal symbols
also affect the way men and women
communicate. Men will look or stare
aggressively while women tend to
avert their eyes when looked at for a
period of time. On the other hand, men
are more likely to look away while
speaking to someone while women
generally look directly at the person to
whom they are speaking.
The sexes also have different
postures while communicating. Men
have "loose legs," Pearson observes,
which means "they can sit with their
legs sprawled all over while women sit
with their legs together or crossed-and their arms usually remain close to
their bodies."
Other studies reveal that men
approach other people closer than

women do. They also crowd and cut
across others' paths, while women
maintain "a small envelope of space
and move out of the way of other
people, " she relates.
"Some say these things happen
because of natural or innate
differences between the sexes.
Another theory is that these
behavioral differences parallel
patterns of dominance and
submission. This means that women
who want to compete with men should
behave as men.
"The problem for women in all of
this is obvious. When men and women
exhibit similar behavior, women are
not as well liked as men. But when
women use traditional behavior, they
are viewed as having little knowledge. "
The differences in communication
symbols could be the result of
traditional functions, Pearson suggests. "Men may interrupt more
because they are used to the business
world where time is money and a taskoriented approach enables them to
succeed."
Pearson recommends "behavioral
flexibility" which enables a person of
either sex to be outspoken and candid
when it is appropriate and to be
supportive and nurturing when that
role is appropriate.
"Instead of labeling communication
as masculine or feminine, communication should be defined by the
purpose it serves--instrumental or
expressive, " she concludes.

Two outstanding achievers in SCSU
sports have been chosen as the first
members of the university's Athletic
Hall of Fame.
Edward Mario " Eddie" Colletti and
Louis James " Louie" Filippi will be inducted into the Hall of Fame October 2
during the Huskies' first 1982 home football game (Southwest State University).
A native of Palermo, Sicily, Colletti
migrated to the Minnesota Iron Range
town of Aurora after first living in Utica,
New York. Between 1930 and 1933 he
was awarded 15 letters at SCSU, competing in football , basketball , track and
tennis. He also received all-conference
honors in football and basketball.
During his 39 years as a faculty
member, Colletti was instrumental in
shaping SCSU's athletic program,
serving as a coach in football ,basketball, track, tennis, golf and bowling at
various times. He was athletic director
for 20 years and intramural sports
director for 14 years before retiring in
1973. He lives in St. Cloud.
Filippi was nationally recognized for
his athletic abilities at SCSU in the early
1940s, earning 14 letters in football,
basketball, baseball and track between
1939 and 1943. He was named to the
1941 Little All-American football team,
the first SCSU player to be so honored.
Filippi also was a three-time Northern
Intercollegiate Conference choice in
football and was selected as the ✓
conference's most valuable player in
1941. He was an all-conference choice
in basketball twice.
After graduation, Filippi was a Big
.Ten Conference basketball official for
11 years, in addition to officiating
Minnesota high school and college
games. He officiated at the Minnesota
State High School Boys' Basketball
Tournament seven consecutive years.
He is an industrial arts teacher at Little
Falls Middle School.
SCSU's Athletic Hall of Fame was
established by Dr. John Kasper,
former chairperson of the Health,
Physical Education and Recreation
Department. He authored The Husky
Tradition, a history of men's athletics
at the university, and donated $3,490
in proceeds from book sales to the
project. Kasper heads an 11-member
committee that selects inductees.
A Hall of Fame Room displaying
plaques and memorabilia honoring
members is open to visitors at
Halenbeck Hall.
To be eligible for nomination to the
Hall of Fame, a former player must
have been an athletic letter winner at
SCSU. There must be at least a tenyear lapse since the candidate
participated in SCSU athletics. For
former coaches, there must be at least
a five-year lapse since their SCSU
tenure ended.

From the a·l umni
director's desk
By TOM MACGILLIVRAY
Executive Director
SCSU Alumni Association
REFLECTIONS. When I sit at my
desk in the sun room of the Alumni
House and look out over Barden Park,
I see pleasant sights: flowers in .
bloom, quacking mallards waddling
along in search of grubs, students
holding hands, children r~cing to the_
swings and joggers stopping for a brief
respite. Pleasant views are. · .
appropriate from the alumni office_.
Alumni work is pleasant because It
involves people who care about their
alma mater and the future of higher
education. I appreciate the privilege of
serving you. Your participation,.
inquiries, suggestions, memories and
donations are always welcome. Your
Alumni Association is here to help you
and promote the best interests of
SCSU. Let's work together!

ALUMNI COUPLE RETURNS.
President Brendan J. McDonald
received a B.S. degree from SCSU in
1954. Your Alumni Association
honored him with a Distinguished
Alumni Award at the 19TT
Homecoming. His wife, La Verne, also
is an SCSU graduate, class of 1953.
Their younger daughter, Judith, class
of '85, is a member of the women's
varsity tennis team.

THANK YOU, MRS. ATWOOD.
She's a special friend of this
university. Although nor an alumna,
she's a believer and a benefactor.
Mrs. Allen Atwood's most recent gift was the
donation of some
stock in a major
corporation to
provide for the
renovation of the
fifth bedroom in the
Alumni House. This will enable us to
host two more overnight guests when
there is a need. It also completes the
remodeling of the second floor of the
Alumni House, a project started by my
predecessor, Dick Kisch. You have to
see the remodeled room to appreciate
it. Included is a beautiful protrait of
Mrs. Atwood's mother-in-law as a
memorial..

ACCOMMODATIONS. Alumni are
welcome to visit the Alumni House.
Overnight accommodations are .
available by reservation. The rate 1s
$6 per person per night. Only shortterm occupancy is permitted. House
tours also are available on request.
We can arrange for you to renew .
acquaintances with former faculty 1f
you wish. For reservations, _call 612255-4241 during regular office hours.
WESTWARD, HO! It's time once
again to schedule alumni dinners in

Arizona, Colorado and California.
President McDonald is eager to meet
you westerners. We'll probably head
for the western states in January or
February. If you are willing to help with
local arrangements, please contact
this office. We need suggestions for
planning meetings that will attract
SCSU graduates and spouses in your
area. Also, Minnesota "snowbirds"
who winter in the southwest, please
send us your alternate address so we
can include you in our invitations.
Provide us with some warm sunshine and we'll bring you warm greetings
fromSCSU!

Nineteen faculty
begin retirement
Nineteen SCSU faculty members
whose combined service totals
427 years have retired in recent
months. All were honored at
retirement parties.
The recently retired faculty
members and their years of service
are:
Dr. Hugh Barker, professor of
biological sciences, 36 years.
catherlne Beck, assistant professor of art, 17 years.
Dr. Frances Blelck, professor of
health, physical education and
recreation, 24 years.
Dr. Charles Bruton, professor of
biological sciences, 25 years.
Dr. John Erickson, professor of
chemistry, 22 years.
Gerald Gamber, instructor in
economics, 18 years.
Dr. Peter Johnson, professor of
teacher development, 15 years.
Dr. Jack Jones, director,
professional field experiences
(College of Education), 27 years.
WIiiard Kaluh, director, counseling services, 15 years.
Allen Larsen, associate professor
of economics, 16 years.
Virginia Larsen, associate
professor, counseling services, 16
years.
Dr. Alfred Lease, dean, College of
Industry, 23 years.
Ben Moore, associate professor,
physics and astronomy, and
planetarium director, 22 years.
Dr. Harry Olson, professor of
business education and office
administration, 24 years.
Dr. Eugene Perkins, professor of
psychology, 24 years.
Dr. Floyd Perry, professor of
teacher development, 29 years.
Dr. John Phllllpa, professor of
philosophy, 20 years.
Mary Ru-II, assistant professor,
Campus Laboratory School, 21 years.
Dr. Phlllp Youngner, professor of
physics, 33 years.

· Council accredits
graduate programs
All graduate programs in professional
education at SCSU have been accredited by the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) .
Accreditation was granted after
NCATE conducted a review of the
programs during the 1981-82
academic year.
Programs covered by the
accreditation include master of
science, specialist and sixth year
program in educational administration
as well as master of science and
specialist in information media,
according to Dr. Kenneth Ames, dean
of the College of Education, and Dr.
John Berling, dean of Learning
Resources Services.
Included under master of science
degree programs in educational
administration are elementary school,
secondary school and community
education administration and school
business management.
Specialist degree programs in
educational administration include
elementary school and secondary
school administration, special
education administration and general
school administration (superintendency) . The specialist degree program in
information media prepares people for
administrative positions in public,.
academic and school district media
programs.
.
.
The specialist degree Is the highest
degree awarded at SCSU. Persons
who enter a specialist degree program
must have a master's degree or the
equivalent.
Undergraduate programs in the
SCSU College of Education have
been accredited by NCATE for several
years.

Fifty Year Club
adds new members
More than 70 persons participated in
the golden anniversary reunion of the
graduating class of 1932 on Commencement Day May 28 at SCSU.
Twenty-five class members from
seven states were inducted into the
Fifty Year Club after being recognized
as special guests at commencement
ceremonies. Lu,;1cheon speaker was
William Whitaker, class president.
Earlier graduates also inducted into
the Fifty Year Club were: C~rmela
Santini Anderson, '25; Angie ·
Mesenburg Beaver, '27; Myrtle Nelson
Bridges, '31; Grace Peterson Holtz,
'28· Edna Sparrow Olson, '24; and
Do;othy Haugen Runberg, '31. . .
Others present included ementI
faculty, spouses and friends.
(See photo on page 11.)

Leaming leadership. SCSU's Center for
Continuing Studies is sponsoring two short
seminars this fall for supervisors, administrators, organization heads and P8r5?ns
- preparing for leadership roles. T~e .~1~,
"Leadership versus Bossmansh1p, 1s
scheduled for 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Sept.
24. The second, "Understanding Your
Management Style," will be the same
hours on Oct. 22. For information about
location, cost and registration, contact the
center at (612) 255-3081.

We remember...
The deaths of five SCSU alumni have
been reported. The year listed is the
graduation year.
1922 Luella Bauck, Perham
1922 Esta WIison, Sun City, AZ.
1925 Lucille K. McGuire, St. Paul
1933Jerome J. Koshiol, St. Cloud
1951 Allee Pearl Edenburn, Miltona

In the sixties
higher education
was a high priority.
Not today.
Put education's
· priority back •
where it belongs
and you put
America up
where it belongs!

National Higher
Education Week .
October 2 to 9
t,U
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Old home tour. SCSU will sponsor a tour
of pioneer shelters in the St. Cloud area on
Saturday, Oct. 2. A 9:30 a.m. information
session will precede the tour from 11 :30
a.m. to 2 p.m. Dr. William Morgan, associate professor of interdisciplinary studies
and co-author of The Ught from the
Hearth, will conduct the tour. For more
information, contact the Center for Continuing Studies, (612) 255-3081 .

For anxious orators. People who dread
public speaking can get help through a
speech anxiety reduction program cosponsored by SCSU's Center for Continuing Studies and Speech Communication
Department. The self-paced program provides relaxation traning by audiotapes. For
information about costs and registration,
contact the center at (612) 255-3081 before Sept. 17.

1918-1940
BONNETTA HOHN, '18, lives in Spokane, WA, where she taught
school several years before she was married ...JOHN J. WEISMANN, '22, St. Cloud, is retired ... DOROTHY KOTSMITH
JAECKELS, '30, Foley, and THELMA NELSON KRAFT, '32,
Cambridge, are homemakers, enjoying retirement...EDWARD
MARIO COLLETTI, '33, St. Cloud, is
retired .. .CLARENCE McLAIRD, '34
Pequot Lakes, was a teacher and superintendent for 25 years and a banker for
17 years. He has visited 43 countries ...
HELEN NELSON FOSTER, '36, Ellendale,
is a homemaker... ADELINE STUECK
FORSLIN, '37, Minneapolis, has taught
more than 37 years in schools throughout
Minnesota... FAYVERN LANG, '37,
McLAIRD
Kerkhoven, is retired after her employment
with the Ford Motor Company from 1948 to 1971 ... WESLEY
W. WINTER, '37, plans to hunt and fish in British Columbia after
retiring this year at Bemidji State University, where he has been a
professor of physics since 1948. He was Inter-Faculty Organization president from 1969 to 1971...WILLIAM G. COCHRANE,
'38, plans a trip to Spain after retiring this year at the University of
Wisconsin-Eau Claire, where he has taught history since 1948.
He was history department chairperson from 1949 to 1972.

1941-1955
LENORE FALK ANDERSON, '41, Spooner, WI , is enjoying her
lake home after retiring from the St. Paul public schools, where
she taught special education for 17 years... LOIS V. LOVANDER
LORENTZEN, '41, '70, was chosen by the Minnesota Education _
Association as an Honor Roll Teacher for 1981. She has been an
elementary education teacher in the Anoka-Hennepin school
district for 26 years ... ALBERT E. PAGE, '41 , recently retired after
35 years as an extension agent for Itasca county. He was county
extension director after 1976. Page is a professor emeritus at the
University of Minnesota ...HERMAN P. HOPLIN, '42, is associate
professor of management information systems at Syracuse
University. His wife is ELEANOR JOHNSON HOPLIN, '41 ...
DONALD HENRY KLEIN, '42, Cold Spring, is a teacher in the St.
Cloud school district...LOUIS JAMES EMANUEL, '46, is a
teacher and coach at Duluth East High School...CURTIS G.
OLSON, '48, is assistant administrator of the Small Business
Administration regional office in Philadelphia. He and his wife,
MARY LOU FRIEDRICH OLSON, '48, live in Narberth, PA...
TONY J. STUKEL, '48, is retired after 30 years as a teacher and
coach at Warroad High School...DAVID C. CAMPBELL, '50, and
his wife, KATHRYNWESTEBERG CAMPBELL, '48, have retiredfrom teaching at Windom High School...GERALD JOSEPH
ADAMIC, '50, Ely, is head of the high school industrial arts
department... WILLIAM J. CAMPBELL, '51, is a fleet and leasing sales supervisor for lnternationar Harvester Company,
Mlnneapolis... JAMES H. HANSON, '51 , is a teacher and coach
for the Edina school district...BERNARD HENRY MILLER, '52, is
an elementary art teacher for the Mound school district ...JOAN
RIEDER BLESER, '53, San Antonio, TX, teaches string classes
in the public schools and plays violin in three area orchestras...
STANH. PETERSEN, '53, is community ~director for the ,
Forest Lake school district... MELVIN M. FISCHER, '53, teaches
developmental adaptive.physical education for Special District 6, South St. PauL..MEYERS L. PETERSON; '53, ·is a biology
teacher in the Minrieapolis public schools ...EUGENE CHARLES
SCHNEIDER, '53, Hopkins, is co-owner of a manufacturing firm · ·
in Eden Prairie.

1956-1980
ROBERT J. ALTAVILLA, '56, Babbitt, is a teacher, coach and
athletic director in Ely ... JUDITH PETERSEN JERDE, '56, is
curator for the costume collection of the Metropolitan Museum of
Art in New York. She also teaches costume restoration at New
York University and Columbia University... JIM G. BAXTER, '56,
Minnetonka, teaches biology and is the head hockey coach at
~est High School, Minneapolis... ALLAN CORNELL, '56; has
been honored by the Minnesota Music Education Association for
completing 25 years of teaching music. He heads the music
department at SWanville High-School... WILLIAM JOHN CARLSON, '57, OwatonDS, is Steele county park and recreation
director.. .LEE W. HOLM, '59, is a supply technician for the Army
Reserve at Fort Snelling. He also is a substitute teacher for the
Cambridge school district and an officer in the Isanti CX>Unty
chapter of the American Diabetes Association ...JERRY
· THAYER, '59, Edina, is an executive in the college sales
department of Josten's, Inc., Bloomington.

1961-1965
HENRY M. RING, '61 , Rockville, MD, is a captain in the
Navy ...DAN BORRELL, '62, Rothchild, WI, is surety underwriting
unit manager
Wausau Insurance companies, Wausau,
WI ...JOHN W. ALLEN, '62, Coon Rapids, is supervisor of the
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State Approving Al;Jency for Veterans' Education, Minneapolis...
SUSAN JOHNSON JACKA, '63, is assistant regional director of
the Learning Tree centers in metropolitan
• Minneapolis-St. Paul. ..JIM NORINE, '63, is
director of the Hunter Services Division of
the National Rifle Association, Washington, DC ...ED L. JOHNSON, '64, is
assistant principal of Technical High
School, St. CloucL.CLAYTON T. JOHNSON, '64, Coon Rapids, is president of
Twin City Die Castings Company,
C. JOHNSON
Minneapolis... LEE ERWIN ALBRECHT,
'64, is assistant professor of physical
education and head swi~ing and diving
coach at Bemidji State University...MYRTLE TAKKEN VANDERBEEK, '64, ison
the staff of Twin Wells Indian School in
Sun Valley, AZ... GORDON JAMES
SCHMIDT, '64, Hamel, is a sixth grade
teacher in the Rockford schools ...MERL
SODERSTROM, '64, is a teacher and
coach for the Milaca school district...JOHN
VANDERBEEK
A. HARMALA, '65, Cokato, teaches
accounting and vocational education for the Dassel-Cokato
public schools ...GARY FISCHER, '65, is an account trainee with
Campbell-Midthun, Inc., an advertising agency. He is assigned to
the Republic Airlines account...JERRY A. WALLSKOG, '65, is a
teacher and football coach at Le Center High School...CARL
ORSTAD, '65, Minneapolis, teaches in the Minnetonka school
district and owns a luxury boat charter service, The C:ruise
Aweigh, Hastings... PATRICK P. BILLIG, '65, and his wife,
ANDREA OMAN BILLIG, '75, live in Rogers. He teaches in the
Robbinsdale school district...DALE CARMICHAEL, '65, is a
teacher in the St. Paul public schools ...RICHARD L. SHOCKLEY,
'65, White Bear, is a behavior analyst for the Minnesota Department of Corrections. His office is in Stillwater.

1966-1970
ROGER KOEHNECKE, '66;-Des Moines,
IA, is vice president of corporate de-velopment for Ardan, lnc .. .SHARYN
QUIGGLE FORBES, '67, is a member of
the board of education for the Wausau, WI,
public school district .. .STEVEN PUCK,
• '67, Ptymc;,uth, is vice president of ITT
Life Insurance Corporation, Minneapolis ... DAVID EDWARD LINEHAN, '67,
teaches health and ooaches basketball forKOEHNEPKE
the Washington, MO, publioschools ...
COLLEEN BERNEY, '67, an elementary.
school teacher in New Brighton, received
one of eight Outstanding Women in
Leadership awards for 1981 from the
Minnesota Education Association ..RUSSELL M. NISKANEN, '68, is a sales
representative jn the Alexandria area !or
Smith Kline & French Laboratories. ... •
MA_RTJN R. Fps$, •~. received a
Fulbright grant to participate in a US .:
FORBES
Department of Education 1982 sunv.ner
seminar in Korea. He teaches at Ramsey Junior High School in
St. Paul...DAVID McCONVILLE, '68, '69, associate professor of
biology at St. Mary's College, WinQna, has co-authored an article
in the Journal of Freshwater Ecology... MICHAEL•STANLEY
RYBAK, '68, Grand Rapids, is a physical education instructor
andhead wrestling coach on the Itasca campus of Arrowhead
CommunityCollege ... RAYMOND E. BIRR, '68, •n , Sauk Centre,
is president-elect of the Minnesota Educational Media ~ nization. He is audiovisual director and junior high school librarian
for the Sauk Centre public schools ... GERALD E. RUZICKA, '69,
Minnetonka, is a sales manager for the Bernzornatic Corporation,
Medino, NY...DAVID A. WILLIAMS, '69, Brooklyn Park, is a
project engineer for API, Inc., Roseville ...JACK DEAN PETERSON, '69, St. Paul, teaches and coaches hockey, baseball and
soccer in the Anoka-Hennepin school district... THOMAS F.
DITTY, '69, teaches and' coaches in the Hastings school district.
He also operates the scoreboard at the Metrodome in Minne-

apolis ... DAVID GORT, '70, is recreation supervisor for the City
of Willmar .. .LENNY L. JOHNSON, '70, New Brighton, is sheet
plant manager, Container Division, Champion International
Corporation, St. Paul. ..ROBERT JAMES CARRUTH, '70, is a
teacher in the Bloomington public schools ... MICHAEL EDWARD
TREWICK, '70, teaches physical education and driver education
and coaches boy's basketball in the Beaver Dam, WI, schools .. .
NEIL W. WARNBERG, '70, is employed in the consumer
accounting department of East Central Electric Association,
Braham ... ROBERT E. WHITE, '70, and ELAINE C. REITER
WHITE, '70, live in St. Cloud, where he is plant manager for
BankersSysterns, Inc.

1971-1972
JAMES IRVING OLSEN, '71 , is executive director of the
Minnesota State Arts Board ... DAVID R. THOMPSON, '71 ,
Lakewood, NJ, is a sales specialist for Congoleum Corporation,
Edison, NJ ...ROSS BRYANT NESBIT, '71, LeSueur, is a
salesman in Eden Prairie ... KAREN ANDREA AHLES, '71 , '76, is
media-director for the St. Cloud Area Vocational Technical
lnstitute... TERRY STEWART, '72, is building a home in Kealakakua, HA. ..STEPHEN REITER, '72, Coon Rapids, is a teacher
in the Anoka-Hennepin school district...CORWIN H. WITT, '72, is
an aviculturist for the Conservation and Research Division of
National Zoological Parks, Front Royal, VA. ..LYNN ALMER, '72,
Los Angeles, CA, is employed by the US Corps of Engineers ...
JEFFERY LYNN BAROTT, '72, Scandia, is an insurance agent in
Forest Lake ... TED E. DOE, '72, Wayzata, is a salesman for
Phonic Ear, Inc., Mill Valley, CA. ..LOREN SKELTON, '72, is
coordinator for special development and an elementary-level
physicat-education instructor in Wheatland,WY ...JIM HUHTALA,
'72, and PAM HUHTALA, '72, live in Clear Lake, where she
is a substitute teacher and he is employed by United Parcel
Service ...GARY F. SABOURIN, '72, Minnetonka, is an account
executive for Hubbard Broadcasting, Inc., St. Paul.

1973-1974
RICK ALAN SCHWANKER, '73, is a high school teacher in
Ballart, Victoria, Australia ... MARK STEVEN BRENDEN, '73,
Maple Grove, is a field marketing manager for A & W Restaurants, Santa Monica, CA. ..ROLLEN J. OLIVER, '73, Becker is
a learning disabilities teacher at Healy High School, Pierz ...DAVE
BRUESKE, '73, Independence, is a
paramedic at Hennepin County Medical
Center, Minneapolis..-.PETER HOLS:TE,
'73, Arden Hills, is employed in the
Corporate Media Relations Division of •
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing
Company ... JAY JOHNSON, '73, '76,
Onalaska, WI, is a wildlife refuge manager
for the US Fish and Wildlife Service, Upper
Mississippi River Wildlife Refuge,
Winona... MARK N. CARLSON, '73,
Brooklyn Park, is assistant administrator for Covenant Manor
Retirement Center, Golden Valley ...BRUCE A. KERFELD, '73,
Littleton, co. is a vice president for Lutheran Mutual Life,
Waverly, IA. .. PATRICIA HIRL, '73, is associate ~ral counsel
for the Minneasota Star and Tribune Company. She is coauthoring a book on media law ... JOHN ALLERSON, '73,
Minneapolis, is vice president and assistant controller foe Nort~-west Bancorporation ... DAVID JAMES SCHAFFER, '73, Minneapolis, is rehabilitation coordinator for the Dakota County
Housing Authority, Rosemount ... ERIC HOFFMAN, '73, is an
actor in New York City ...LARRY A. JORGENSEN, '73, Coon
Rapids, is loss control manager in the Minneapolis regional
office of Aetna Insurance Company ...ROSE PHYLLIS BLACK
EDINGTON, '73, is a fifth grade teacher, reading director and ·
student council adviser at Sacred Heart School, Sauk Rapids .. .
MARY LOUISE McKEOWN, '74, is a mail handler for the US
Postal Service, St. Paul...BARBARA PROPOTNIK JACOBSON,
'74 Salem, OR, is a graduate of Williamette University School of
Law, where she enrolled after teaching high school for five
years ...WILLIAMJ. KERZIE, '74, '79, Richfield,-is a manufacturing engineer for Magnetic Peripherals, Inc., Bloomington ...
LINDA MA¥NARD JACOBS, '74, is married and lives in Glencoe,
IL.BONITA VOGELSANG SCHULTZ, '74, Fargo ND, is field
director for the Pine to Prairie Girl Scout Council, Grand Forks,
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Outstanding alumna. Patricia Gits Opatz, part-time English
instructor at SCSU, has been named the 1982 Outstanding Alumna
of the College of St. Benedict. Opatz is a 1949 graduate of the
college and received an M.A. degree in English at SCSU in 1969.
Since then she has been teaching intermittently at SCSU. The
mother of ten children, Opatz is a community activist, organizing a
group of citizens that has promoted the development of bicycle
paths, preservation of neighborhood parks and regulation of traffic
density. She has served on the Diocesan Council of Women and
has worked with her parish in the resettlement of 26 Vietnamese
refugees. She is a past president of the College of St. Benedict
Alumnae Association and the local chapter of Delta Epsilon Sigma,
a national Catholic scholastic honor society.

Successful Nlllng. Interested in developing or sharpening your selling skills?
SCSU's Center for Continuing Studie~ is
sponsoring a comprehensive one-day
seminar this fall on the theory and practice
of sales. Scheduled for 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Oct. 28, the program will be conducted by
sales executive Kathryn Barrington, president of Barrington and Associates, Minneapolis. To get more information or to
register, contact the center at (612) 255-

3081.

(1973-1974, continued)
ND ... DEBRA SYNOVER, '74, St. Louis Park, is a controller for
Dain Corporation ... DAN BUCHOLZ, '74, Roseville, is executive
vice president of the Suburban Area Chamber of Commerce ...
JAMES ROBERT SCHWAB, '74, and LINDA EISCHEN
SCHWAB, '76, live in Apple Valley. He is a firefighter for the City
ofBumsville ... BRUCE STOTTRUP, '74, and MARCIA ULSRUD
STOTTRUP, '72, live in Fort Dodge, IA, where he teaches life
sciences in the community schools ... RENE ANN DUBOISLITECKY, '74, Blaine, is a speech clinician/ pathologist for the
Anoka-Hennepin school distri~.

1975-1978
DALE F. BEUMER, '75, Hopkins, has passed the CPA examination ... SANDRA SAGGAU SCHOON, '75, and her husband,
Nelson, live in Grand Terrace, CA ... THOMAS POWERS, '75, and
KATHY JOHNSON POWERS, '76, live in Anchorage, AK. He is
advertising director for Travel Center and she is on leave from her
teaching position ... MARY SCHAEFER, '75, Apple Valley, is
communications administrator for Control Data Corporation,
Bloomington ... EARL RICHARD BAUMAN, '75, Maple Plain, is
head football coach and girls' track coach at St. Michael-Albertville High School. ..ROBERT HOCKERT, '75, and ROBERTA
LYNCH-HOCKERT, '78, live in St. Cloud. She is a programmer/analystfor Fingerhut Corporation ... SANDY KLING, '76,
Leadville, CO, is a medical technologist...SUSAN J. STRECK,
'76 is a recreation therapist for Brainerd State Hospital ...
BARBARA E. HUGHES, '76, Wayzata, is a supervisor for
Dayton's in Minneapolis... OONNA CHERMAK, '76, is an
assistant managing editor for The Webb Company, St. Paul ...
SHIRLEY MAE FLIEDER ANDERSON, '76, Forest Lake, is a
graduate student at the University of Minnesota-Minneapolis ... JILL (DUSTY) RIPPELMEYER, '76, St. Paul, is assistant
women's athletic trainer for the University of MinnesotaMinneapolis... JOHN E. SKINNER, '76, Eden Prairie, is an
account manager for ITT World Communcations, Minneapolis ...
STEPHEN JOHN WENKER, '76, is a teacher in the Royalton
school district... DAVID JOHNSON, '76, is a purchasing agent for
MBPXL Corporatiion, Dodge City, KS ...JUDITH ANN
SCHRANTZ, ·n . is employed by the Minnesota School of
Business, Minneapolis... CHRISTOPHER J. GONDECK, '78,
Princeton, has passed the CPA examination ... NANCY E.
LUOOVISSIE, '78, Denver, CO, is an educational services
representative for the Newspaper in Education Program of the
Denver Post...ROBERT K. OLSON, '78, is sports information
director for the University of California-lrvine ... STEPHEN
MLYNARCZVK, '78, Santa Clara, CA, is production manager for
Guardian Photo, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA... LYNN A. HAGEDORN,
. '78, St. Paul, is in residency training in obstretrics and gynecology
at St. Paul Ramsey Hospital after graduating from the University
of Minnesota Medical School.

1979
SCOTT M. JOHNSON, Stillwater, and VICTOR MODIC, Eveleth,
have passed the CPA examination ... PATRICK BORAN and
ROSEANN BECKEL-BORAN live in Brooklyn Center. She is
personnel coordinator for Target Stores, Edina, and he is
employed by Arthur Anderson and Company, Minneapolis ...
DANIEL BAILEY, Eagan, is a marketing assistant for Ziegler,
Inc., Bloomington ...NANCY FENLASON BERNS is activity
director for Madonna Towers Retirement Community ... JOHN W.
MILLER, Minneapolis, is a technical writer for Control Data
Corporation, St. Paul...THOMAS M. JOHANNECK, Fort Gordon,
GA, has completed the Army Signal Officer Advanced Course ...
MARY LANO WILSON is community education director for the
Norwoodschools... TONI PANGBORN, Inver Grove Heights, is
an assistant manager for Brown Photo Company, Minneapolis ...
WILLIAM LATZKA is an exercise physiologist for St. Paul
Ramsey Medical Center... PHIL BRAUN is a teacher in Hudson,
WI...DAVID STANGER, St. Paul, is territory manager for
C. M. Paula Company, Cincinnati, OH ... JOSEPHINE MARIE
BARRY is recreation coordinator for the Foundation for the Blind,
Los Angeles, CA ... AL SAFRANEK and DENISE SANNER
SAFRANEK, '80, live in Plymouth. He is a sales representative
for Owens-Corning Fiberglass, Supply Division, and she teaches
in the Minneapolis public schools ...JULIE SEIM LADEEN,
Liberal, KA, is case manager for a sheltered workshop for
developmentally handicapped adults ...NITA CUNNINGHAM, St.
Paul, teaches at St. Peter Claver Elementary School. She also
. teaches flute and sewing ... MARTIN HIRTE, Rochester, is a
special education teacher and coach for the Pine Island
schools ... CARLA MARIA SCARTOZZI, Brooklyn Center, is a
waitress at Schieks Restaurant in Minneapolis and a coach at
Mini-Hops Gymnastics Club in Plymouth ...DAVID JOHN
REICHEL, Minnetonka, is employed at the Brookview Golf Club
Pro Shop, Golden Valley ...BAIAN ERICKSON has received a
master's degree from the University of Minnesota, where he
concentrated in business taxation. He is an analyst for
Sperry-Univac Corporation.

· GOLDEN GRADS. Fifty years ago they were In the
graduating class at St. Cloud State Teachers College. On
Commencement Day 1982 they returned for a golden
anniversary reunion at St. Cloud State University. Pictured, from left, first row: Florence Hinz Siegmund,
George Ohmann, Ruth Peterson, Pearl Burt,lncl Olson,
Annette Gunderson Kjagllen, Mary Read Storlie, Violet
Johnson Rodriguez, LIiiian Boettcher Bergstrom; second

1980
LEED. BOBROWSKE, Minneapolis, DAWN DRESSER,
Bloomington, JEFFREY C. HAZARD, Warren, and DENNI JO
OLSON, Plymouth, have passed the CPA examination ... ELIZABETH M. FISHER, Minnetonka, is a chemical technician ...
JUDITH ELLEN MUNSCH, Quantico, VA, is a Marine Corps
officercandidate ... MAMIE CARLSON, St. Cloud, is Title I director
for the Minnesota Correctional Facility-St. Cloud ... CORNELIA
(CONNIE) KOPISCHKE, St. Paul, is an account assistant at the
University of Minnesota-Minneapolis... LYNN BRADY, Boulder,
CO, is an employment specialist at Rockwell International,
Golden, CO ... OOUGLAS J. REED, Hopkins, is vice president and
insurance consul!ant for the Lake State Agency, St. Louis Park ...
JOY A. HERRINGTON, New Brighton, is aquatic supervisor for
the Eden Prairie Community Center ... DIANE MARIE
BADZINSKI, Goleta, CA, is a graduate student and teaching
assistant at the University of California-Santa Barbara ... MARY
ALICE COX TAYLOR, Eugene, OR, is a social worker... JULIE
ANDREJEWSKI is assistant manager of the Buffalo Racquet and
Health Club ... MARY YVONNE TSCHIDA is community education
director for the Pierz school district...STEVE REED is senior
production coordinator for the Trident program of Honeywell, Inc.,
Clearwater, FL.

1981
Twelve graduates have passed the CPA examination. They are:
KEVINJ. BRENNY, Rice; DAVID F. CALOF, Prior Lake;
JOSEPH M. FRIEBE, JOSEPHINE A. HOLKER and GEORGE
MASTELLER, St. Cloud, ADAM M. JASKOWIAK, Sauk Rapids;
KARENA. KOOOA, McGregor; TODD F. LAING, Freeport; DALE
E. LAUWAGIE, Stewart; SCOTT MASON, little Falls; JONG.
PEROVICH, Fridley; and ROBERT J. RUSNACKO, Minneapolis ... JULIE FRATZKE, little Falls, is a special education
teacher ...KIRK KILIAN and MARY CROATT KILIAN live in Los
Angeles, where he is a manager for Enterprise Leasing Cor- ·
poration ...PATRICKJ. DINNOORF, Dallas, TX, is a sales representative for the Continental Group, Great Plains Bag Division ...
MARY PITTELKOW EMMECK and her husband live in Spring
Park, where she is a waitress and is doing volunteer social
work ... PETERALLEN SHERRARD, Bloomington, is an engineer
for Control Data Corporation ... SUE WAGNER, Hutchinson, is a
diet and nutrition consultant for the Hutchinson Health and
Fitness Club ... LOIS J. ROGERS-KILLIAN, Plymouth, is a speech
andlanguage clinician for the Maple Lake school district...
JANELLE M. NEDDERSEN HIBBARD, Richfield, is a police
officer in St. Louis Park ... DANIEL NEUBAUER and BECKY
BRAUN NEUBAUER are married and living in Kenner, LA, where
he is a sales representative for the George A. Hormel Company ... RONALD K. LOCKWOOD, SR., is superintendent of
schools at Peterson ... BRIAN A. ROSS, St. Paul, is a graduate
student and teaching assistant at the University of MinnesotaMinneapolis... TERRY,C. RIECKEN, Steamboat Springs, CO, is
president of Western Colorado Aircraft Corporation ... NANCY JO
OLSON HANSON, St. Paul, is a secretary at Great American
Insurance Company, Minneapolis... DEANNE BIBLE-GORDER,
~ . is employed at Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing

row: Ruth Oltman Slaney, Jutta Sparrow, Allee caaey
Oliver, Laura Kangas Neubauer, Elate Hultgren Armstrong, Marian Harkins Kemp, Dorothy Nygren Tetzlaff,
Virginia Fahr Peterson; third row; Mona Bryant Martin,
Keith Martin, catherlne Janes Bowles, Janice Stubbe
Walker, Adeline Schaefer Harazlm, WIiiiam Whitaker,
Clarence George Hawkaford, Ruth Celine Krook, Gladys
Peterson Wareberg.
Company, St. Paul...TOM BALCOM, Lakeville, is a Navy nuclear
power officer candidate ... BRET LANGE is assistant manager of
the Footlocker store in Grand Forks, ND... TAMMY TIMM is an oil
and gas accountant for Prudential Drilling Company, Houston,
TX ... JEFFREY ROBERT PASSOLT, Minnetonka, is a sports
reporter for WTCN-TV, Golden Valley ... STEVEN PALMBERG,
Waite Park, is a supervisor for Polar-American, Holdingford ...
WILLIAM A. EGAN, Fargo, ND, is a three-state area sales
representative for L'Oreal...PAULA J. GRITZMACHER, Richfield,
is an auditor for International Dairy Queen, Minneapolis... CONNIE MENGELKOCH CROWELL, St. Paul, is a student at William
Mitchell College of Law. Last year she won the Burton Writing
Award.

1982
CHIN-KING WONG is a programmer/analyst for Lawson Associates, Inc., Minneapolis... BRADLEY A. FISCHER, St. Cloud, is a
marketing officer at Zapp National Bank, St. Cloud ...JEFF
FLANAGAN, Beulah, ND, is employed in the payroll department
of Kaiser Engineers Company ... KENNETH C. WEEKS is a field
service representative for Fuji Photo Film USA, Inc., Anaheim,

CA.
Note: Some recent Classnotes have been held until next issue
due to lack of space.

Watchabeendoin?
Your former classmates would like to read about you
in the Classnotes section of the next Outlook. This
coupon makes it easy. Good quality close-up blackand-white photos also are requested.
My news _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Class __
(If applicable, please include maiden name)

Phone# (

) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Social Security Number _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City

State

Zip

Mall the coupon to Alumni Services, St. Cloud
State University, St. Cloud, MN 56301. Pho"8:
(612) 255-4241.

.,
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Alumni Services ·
St. Cl~ud State University
St. Cloud, MN 56301

Address correction requested

Eight-year-old Steven Schwarz of Monticello
proudly displays the medal he won in the
Minnesota Special Olympics June 2-3 at
SCSU. He was congratulated by Eunice Ken- ·
nedy Schriver, president of Special Olympics,
Inc., one of several celebrltles who attended.
Nearly 3,000 chll~ren and adults competed in
the games, co-hosted by SCSU and the City of
St. Cloud. Created by the Joseph F. Ken~y,
Jr., Foundation, Special Olympics is an international program of physical fitness, sports
training and athletic competition for mentally
retarded people.
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